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Narrative: FTVP 1100 

Area of Study: FTVP 1100 - Produce and Direct (3 credit hours) 

“The direction in which education starts a man will determine his future in life.”  

– Plato. 

The pursuit of education from as far back as I can remember has always been a stirring, restless 
desire. As a young child, it began with receiving simple stimuli from reading science-fiction 
books, tracing the roots of basic words in our language, and exploring the beauties and 
limitlessness of nature and the universe. My reward with each discovery was an improved self-
esteem, awareness of people and places and things, and ability to make sense of the world 
around me. 

Growing up in small-town America, movies and books were a further escape to expansive worlds 
full of unattainable, far-reaching possibilities that captured the feelings, aspirations, and 
challenges that I had as a teen. In high school, I adored creative writing assignments, drama 
class, and history. It was watching the 1996 comedy film “Bottle Rocket” that first triggered the 
notion that I could be a part of the filmmaking process. In a whimsical yet intelligent way, the 
film told a story, a good one, about a group of friends who sought to fulfill a mission. As I 
watched it with my friends, I thought “I want to tell stories too.” I later found out that the 
director of the movie had done just that – fulfilled his mission to tell a story with a group of his 
friends.  

Since then, it was an idealistic dream to move to Los Angeles or New York in order to pursue a 
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This portfolio will establish the learning I’ve acquired through my career and personal 
experiences as they apply to the course FTVP 1100 - Produce and Direct The course aims to teach 
students the following:  

The roles and responsibilities of those charged with the execution of a film, 
television, or video production.  
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 Casting call sample – Professional documentation (artifact 6F). 
 Script document – Professional documentation (artifact 7F). 
 Script breakdown document – Professional documentation (artifact 8F). 

The following learning components are representative of the wide array of capabilities of 
producing and directing that I acquired from the short film “Hart’s Place”: 

 Compiled concepts from story idea and outline into a script to allow a working document 
to shoot from  

 Created storyboards based on the script by determining camera angles and object 
relation in order to assist in the accuracy of the shooting and editing process 

 Took apart relevant data from scripts to use to determine wardrobe, location, talent, 
equipment, crew and other production needs  

 Compared capabilities of potential crew and chose the top people for the job in order to 
increase the chance of a successful production  

 Determined logistics for productions by using details of crew, locations, gear and 
schedules in order to ensure the success of productions  

 Examined scheduling requirements then organized details into a final working schedule 
to assist in efficiency of video productions  

 

Scheduling, Set Safety
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 Overview Schedule document – Professional documentation (artifact 9F). 
 Call sheet document – Professional documentation (artifact 10F). 
 Set safety document – Professional documentation (artifact 11F). 
 Film Screening Flyer – Professional documentation (artifact 12F). 

Below are the learning components that represents the abilities of producing that I acquired 
from the documentary film “Battle of Island Mound”: 

 Processed and sorted production paperwork to track expenditures and crew/cast 
documents in order to facilitate in managing the closing of the project records  

 Learned the importance and practice of set safety to increase safety of crew and cast 

 Examined scheduling requirements then organized details into a final working schedule 
to assist in efficiency of video productions  

 Coordinated screenings of film projects by establishing event details to increase public 
awareness of the films  

Talent Management 

The connections I made on that documentary film, led to my role again as 1st 
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Budgeting






